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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Ron Kessler appears to get everything first.”—Slate As

in a play, presidents, vice presidents, and presidential candidates perform onstage for the

public and the media. What the nation’s leaders are really like and what goes on behind the

scenes remain hidden. Secret Service agents have a front-row seat on their private lives and

those of their wives and children. Crammed with new headline-making revelations, The First

Family Detail by New York Times bestselling author Ronald Kessler tells that eye-opening,

uncensored story.The First Family Detail reveals:• Vice President Joe Biden regularly orders

the Secret Service to keep his military aide with the nuclear football a mile behind his

motorcade, potentially leaving the country unable to retaliate in the event of a nuclear attack.•

Secret Service agents discovered that former president Bill Clinton has a blond mistress—

code-named Energizer by agents—who lives near the Clintons’ home in Chappaqua, New

York.• The Secret Service covered up the fact that President Ronald Reagan’s White House

staff overruled the agency to let unscreened spectators get close to Reagan as he left the

Washington Hilton, allowing John W. Hinckley Jr. to shoot the president.• Because Hillary

Clinton is so nasty to agents, being assigned to her protective detail is considered a form of

punishment and the worst assignment in the Secret Service.“Kessler’s such a skilled

storyteller, you almost forget this is dead-serious nonfiction.”—Newsweek 

“Big Nate is funny, big time.” -- Jeff Kinney, author of Diary of a Wimpy KidPraise for BIG NATE:

IN A CLASS BY HIMSELF: “Though Nate may not achieve the fame he seeks with his

classmates, this sharp-witted and unflappable protagonist just might find it with readers.” --

Publishers WeeklyPraise for BIG NATE: IN A CLASS BY HIMSELF: “Thank goodness sequels

are planned!” -- Kirkus Reviews“Laugh-out-loud!” -- School Library Journal“Nate’s persistent

good cheer and moxie make him a likeable new proxy for young misfits.” -- Booklist“What

carries the day are the zany illustrations and unflagging enthusiasm of Nate himself.” -- Bulletin

of the Center for Children’s BooksPraise for BIG NATE STRIKES AGAIN: “The millions of

Wimpy Kid fans will be thrilled to find another cartoon buddy to read about, this good-hearted

king of detention.” -- Horn Book (starred review)“Fans will be in heaven; thank goodness

number three is already on the way.” -- Kirkus Reviews“Even the most jaded middle-schooler

will find much to laugh about here.” -- The Horn BookPraise for BIG NATE ON A ROLL: “[T]he

slickest of this series...On a roll indeed!” -- Kirkus Reviews (starred review) --This text refers to

the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverBig Nate is living it up!When Nate's asked to

befriend a new student, he's all for it—until he actually MEETS the kid. Is Nate stuck with a fun

sponge? Or will his new buddy be the life of the party?For fans of the hilarious Diary of a

Wimpy Kid series: Meet BIG NATE, P.S. 38's record-setting ringleader and definitely NOT the

teacher's pet.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorLincoln Peirce

(pronounced "purse") is a cartoonist/writer and New York Times bestselling author of the

hilarious Big Nate book series (www.bignatebooks.com), now published in twenty-five

countries worldwide and available as ebooks and audiobooks and as an app, Big Nate: Comix

by U! He is also the creator of the comic strip Big Nate. It appears in over three hundred U.S.

newspapers and online daily at www.gocomics.com/bignate. Lincoln's boyhood idol was

Charles Schulz of Peanuts fame, but his main inspiration for Big Nate has always been his own

experience as a sixth grader. Just like Nate, Lincoln loves comics, ice hockey, and Cheez



Doodles (and dislikes cats, figure skating, and egg salad). His Big Nate books have been

featured on Good Morning America and in the Boston Globe, the Los Angeles Times, USA

Today, and the Washington Post. He has also written for Cartoon Network and Nickelodeon.

Lincoln lives with his wife and two children in Portland, Maine.--This text refers to the hardcover

edition.From the Inside FlapBig Nate is living it up!When Nate's asked to befriend a new

student, he's all for it--until he actually MEETS the kid. Is Nate stuck with a fun sponge? Or will

his new buddy be the life of the party?For fans of the hilarious Diary of a Wimpy Kid series:

Meet BIG NATE, P.S. 38's record-setting ringleader and definitely NOT the teacher's pet.--

Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Read more
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Service ChronologyAcknowledgmentsPROLOGUEChappaqua is a picturesque hamlet that

recalls towns of the 1950s. Its tiny downtown center is full of mom-and-pop stores where

owners greet customers by name. Here among the rolling wooded hills thirty-five miles north of

Manhattan, Bill and Hillary Clinton bought a five-bedroom Dutch Colonial home for $1.7 million

in 1999.The nine thousand residents of this Westchester County town adhere to an unofficial

code of conduct: When you drive past the white house on Old House Lane, don’t rubberneck,

slow down, or pull over to the side of the road. Protected by Secret Service agents and by a tall

white security fence, sensors, and surveillance cameras, the house seems almost as secure

as the White House.With one exception.A Secret Service agent recalls that when he was first

assigned to guard Bill Clinton at Chappaqua, a supervisor walked him around the complex,

showing him all the security posts and describing how to work each one.“At the front post,

where there is a guard booth, I was instructed on what to do when a visitor drives up,” the

agent says. “Gather, collect, and maintain a picture form of ID, log them into the visitors’ book,

and make sure they’re on the list to come in,” he says. “If they weren’t, there’s someone you

could call. There’s a certain protocol you go down, and it was scripted with everything you do.

And as I was being instructed by the supervisor, he told me, ‘Except there’s one that you don’t

log into the book: the blonde.’ ”Smiling, the agent asked, “What do you mean?”“Well, you’ll

know,” the supervisor said. “She’s maybe in her forties, attractive, blond, tan.” He said she lived

nearby and drove an SUV.“When she comes in, you don’t log her in,” the supervisor instructed.

“You don’t take her ID.”Nor, he said, should the agent run her name, date of birth, and Social



Security number through the criminal databases the Secret Service uses to check on arrests,

outstanding warrants, and other potential problems. No other exceptions were to be made,

whether they were landscapers, Clinton staffers, or relatives. Only the president and vice

president are exempt from such security checks.“If we know about it ahead of time, we’ll call

you and let you know to open the gate for her,” the supervisor said. “You don’t stop her, you

don’t approach her, you just let her go in.”When the newly assigned agent began talking with

other agents at the command post located over the Clintons’ detached garage, he learned his

fellow agents’ unofficial code name for the woman: Energizer.The code name beginning with

“E” followed Secret Service protocol: In assigning code names to a protectee’s family, the

Secret Service chooses names that all start with the same letter. Thus, Bill Clinton is Eagle.

When she was protected, Chelsea Clinton was Energy. As a former first lady who is protected

by the Secret Service, Hillary Clinton has the code name Evergreen. During the years when

Hillary was secretary of state, the Diplomatic Security Service protected her during the day, but

Secret Service agents protected her at night.An agent describes Energizer as a very attractive,

gracious lady who regularly brings homemade cookies to agents. “Her figure looks great, but

her bust doesn’t fit the rest of her figure; it is rather endowed,” the agent says. Explaining, he

says, “She brought us cookies when I was up there. I was in my booth and approached the

passenger door. She reached over with a plate of cookies.”“Here, Agent, I brought these for

you,” she said.“She had to lean over to see me through the window and hand me the cookies,

so it was very easy to see her cleavage,” the agent recalls. “It was a warm day, and she was

wearing a low-cut tank top, and as she leaned over, her breasts were very exposed. They

appeared to be very perky and very new and full. They didn’t go along with her face. There was

no doubt in my mind they were enhanced.”Whenever Hillary leaves town, Energizer arrives.“It

was kind of funny,” says another agent who was assigned to Chappaqua. “She [Hillary] would

leave, and the mistress would arrive just a few minutes later. Obviously, someone has made a

phone call.”“The mistress would show up sometimes moments after Hillary had left,” a third

agent says.“I let her in many times at the front gate,” another agent says. “Normally, we held a

driver’s license or other form of picture ID when visitors were in the residence. The ID was kept

at the main gate’s guard booth we manned 24/7. Not so in her case.”“I would log in John Doe,

the lawn maintenance contractor, or his staff members, and check them out, but you’ll never

see a record of Energizer anywhere,” the first agent says. “At one point, I’m walking back from

one post to the other, and former president Clinton is sitting there with Energizer, drinking

lemonade on his swing right at the back of the residence. Hillary was away. It was during the

week, and Energizer stayed most of the week.”If Hillary is heading back home unexpectedly,

agents on her Secret Service detail notify her husband’s detail so they can warn the former

president.“The bosses of each detail call each other to make sure she’s gone ahead of time,” a

current agent says. “They warn, ‘Hey, we’re wheels down at LaGuardia. You’ve got about forty-

five minutes to make sure she’s gone.’ ”Thus, Bill Clinton is assured that the likely next

Democratic presidential candidate never surprises him when he is with Energizer. A fourth

agent says that on one occasion, agents assigned to Hillary neglected to give her husband’s

agents enough warning that she was about to arrive home when his mistress was there.“The

agents had to scramble to get Energizer out of there so there wasn’t some kind of a big

confrontation,” he says.Bill Clinton did not respond to a request for comment.The duplicity goes

back to when he and Hillary were in the White House. As in the movie Dave, they would

emerge from the Marine One helicopter holding hands. Once inside the White House, they

would start screaming at each other. At night, the Clintons’ loud arguments could be heard

throughout the White House residence.Hillary Clinton charms audiences and often speaks of



her compassion for the little people. But Secret Service agents, who provide lifetime protection

for presidents and their spouses, know the real story about the nation’s leaders and their

families. Required to sign confidentiality agreements, they are sworn to secrecy, but they

opened up for this book. What they reveal spotlights the true character of presidents and

presidential candidates. In the end, that may be the deciding factor in the success or failure of

a presidency. At the same time, the agents expose Secret Service corner cutting that they say

endangers the lives of presidents, vice presidents, and their families.“You can easily judge the

character of others by how they treat those who can do nothing for them or to them,” publisher

Malcolm S. Forbes once said.In Hillary Clinton’s case, because she is so nasty to agents and

hostile toward law enforcement officers and military officers in general, agents consider being

assigned to her detail a form of punishment. In fact, agents say being on Hillary Clinton’s detail

is the worst duty assignment in the Secret Service.1“REGULAR JOE” BIDENThe nuclear

football is a leather-covered titanium business case that weighs forty pounds. Secured with a

cipher lock, it contains a variety of secure phone capabilities and options for launching nuclear

strikes that President Obama may authorize.The president authenticates his identity with

codes found on a small plastic card he carries with him. In case the president is incapacitated

or dies, an identical nuclear football is assigned to Vice President Joe Biden.Since Obama or

Biden would likely have fifteen minutes or less to respond to an impending attack from a

country like China, Russia, or North Korea before the United States could be wiped out by

nuclear-tipped missiles, the military aide who carries the satchel is supposed to accompany

the two leaders wherever they go.When they board Air Force One or Air Force Two, the military

aide carrying the football can be seen right behind them. Staying over at hotels, the military

aide sleeps in a room adjoining the president’s or vice president’s room. When Secret Service

agents script an arrival or departure from a hotel or office building, they make sure the military

aide rides the elevator with the protectee. In motorcades, the military aide travels in the vehicle

right behind the president’s or vice president’s limo. In the event the president or vice president

comes under attack during a public appearance, Secret Service agents have standing

instructions to evacuate the military aide together with the protectee.“Whoever has the duty as

military aide to the president is responsible for physical custody of the football and ensuring its

access to the president 24/7, within a matter of seconds,” says retired Navy vice admiral John

Stufflebeem, who was the military aide to President George H. W. Bush and later oversaw the

top secret program himself when he was deputy director for global operations assigned to the

Joint Chiefs of Staff.But as soon as Biden—code-named Celtic—took office in January 2009,

he laid down a rule: Instead of the usual retinue of at least fifteen vehicles preceded by a police

escort in his motorcade, whenever he was in Delaware, where he has his longtime home, he

wanted a Secret Service motorcade of two—the limousine or Suburban he rides in plus a

follow-up Suburban behind him with agents.Biden specifically ordered the Secret Service

control vehicle, which holds the military aide and a doctor in case the vice president needs

emergency medical treatment, to follow at least a mile behind his limousine. Also ordered to

disappear from view were the spare limo, which sometimes carries the military aide and the

doctor, and the Secret Service intelligence vehicle, where agents pick up local transmissions to

evaluate threats and keep track of people who have been assessed as potential

assassins.Since the vice president and his wife, Jill, travel to their home in Greenville, outside

of Wilmington, at least once a week, that puts the country at risk, potentially unable to retaliate

against a nuclear attack whenever the second in command hits the road for a golf game at one

of his favorite country clubs, a haircut at his favorite barbershop, a party, or a speaking

engagement.“When you go to any city outside Washington, you have a full-blown vice



presidential motorcade much like the president’s motorcade,” a Secret Service agent says. “Its

length may be fifteen, twenty, or more vehicles, including for staff and a counterassault team.

But when he’s home in Wilmington, he has told the service—and for whatever reason Secret

Service management bends over and accommodates him—that he does not want anything

other than the limousine he’s in and the immediate Suburban that we’re in. He wants

everybody else out of sight. That includes the vehicle with the military aide and the doctor.”As a

result, the agent says, “You’ve separated vital assets from the vice president in Wilmington

when he’s motorcading around. We are told, ‘Don’t come near us, don’t let us see you, the vice

president doesn’t want to see you.’ ”Even in normal traffic, in the event of an attack, by the time

the military aide caught up with Biden, it would be too late.“If something happens and they’re

caught in traffic, you would lose even more precious time,” an agent says. “If the vice president

suffers a heart attack, the doctor would likely get there too late.”In addition to putting the

country at risk when he is in Delaware, Biden insists on only two Secret Service vehicles when

he vacations in places like the Hamptons.In contrast to Biden’s cavalier attitude, “When

President Reagan rode his horse at his ranch, the military aide with the nuclear football was on

horseback with him,” says former Secret Service agent Patrick Sullivan, who was on Reagan’s

detail.After President Truman ordered the release of the first atomic bomb, President

Eisenhower, as a former general, recognized the need to provide the president with a

mechanism for ordering an immediate nuclear retaliatory strike from any location. Under what

is called the National Security System, five military aides rotate carrying the nuclear football for

the president. The Air Force, the Navy, the Marines, the Army, and the Coast Guard each

assign an aide. Another five military aides rotate traveling with the vice president.When the

president is in the Oval Office, the military aide with the nuclear football remains just outside,

ready to rush in if the National Security System signals an alert through communications

equipment contained in the football. The encrypted voice communications may be transmitted

by satellite, microwave relay transmission, cell phone, land line, or shortwave radio.At night, the

military aide sleeps in workout clothes in an underground bunker at the White House. If an alert

comes, he can rush to provide the president with the football in his bedroom at the residence.

The vice president has the same arrangement at his offices in the West Wing and in the

Eisenhower Executive Office Building, and at the vice president’s residence on the grounds of

the U.S. Naval Observatory in northwest Washington.Only the president—or, if he has died or

is incapacitated, the vice president as his constitutional successor—can order the release of

nuclear weapons. The National Military Command Center provides both leaders with an

authenticator card with codes that verify the president’s or vice president’s identity.Because

what is called the Sealed Authentication System is so highly classified, all of the information

that has appeared in the press about it has been wrong. Contrary to the lore, the football itself

does not operate like an ATM, with the president or vice president inserting the authenticator

card and punching in launch codes to authorize a strike. Instead, along with written options, the

nuclear football contains a secure phone to open up communications with the National Military

Command Center at the Pentagon. During a conference call, the president or vice president

reads the codes from the authenticator card to verify his identity. Military leaders and White

House national security advisors then brief the president or vice president on the nature of the

threat and the options for retaliating.“As part of the conference call, the president is told how

many seconds or minutes remain if the president would wish to respond, before he might not

be able to do so because nuclear weapons will hit the White House or his current location,”

Stufflebeem says.If the president or vice president wants to consult the written options, he may

do so. If he then chooses a retaliatory option or options, his command is read back to him.



When he confirms it, the command center uses the military’s launch authorization codes to

release nuclear missiles.Every second counts. By the time the command center establishes

communication with the president or vice president through the nuclear football, nuclear

missiles from a submarine may have already wiped out New York City. While the country’s

ballistic missile defense system may counteract other incoming missiles, a retaliatory strike is

essential to disable the enemy’s military capability and prevent further strikes. That, in turn,

depends on the president and vice president discharging their most important responsibility by

making sure the military aide with the football is near them at all times. The Pentagon does its

part by staging regular practice drills to verify that the military aide is able to execute his job of

giving the president or vice president immediate access to the football.Without the football and

the appropriate codes, it “doesn’t matter if we’ve got a thousand missiles verified inbound to

the United States, we would be unable to launch a retaliatory strike,” General Hugh Shelton,

the former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, wrote in his book Without Hesitation: The

Odyssey of an American Warrior. “If our survival depended on launching a preemptive strike,

without the president’s having [the football and authentication codes], such a strike would be

impossible.” He adds that it is “crucial” that they “remain within very close proximity to the

president at all times.”Agents believe Biden insists on only two vehicles in his motorcade in

Delaware because he wants to maintain his image back home as a regular Joe. But besides

rendering the country potentially defenseless in the event of a nuclear attack, “he is making the

agents vulnerable by not respecting what they need to do and making him more vulnerable in

case of an attack on him,” an agent says. “If the bad guy knows that they’re rolling up there

short and there’s only two vehicles, it’s easy to spot, and it’s easy to take him out. He would be

a sitting duck.”Thus, according to Secret Service agents, Biden seems to care more about his

image than carrying out the only significant responsibility required of him as vice president: to

launch retaliatory strikes in the event of a nuclear attack. That dwarfs the only duty the U.S.

Constitution assigns to him—choosing whether to vote in the Senate to break a tie.Yet despite

the obvious danger to the country, no one in Secret Service management has blown the

whistle on Biden.“We drive the vehicle with the military aide,” an agent says. “If the president

goes down and we can’t locate the military aide to take military action, that’s on us. We don’t

have the backbone to say, ‘Mr. Vice President, we can’t separate the control vehicle with the

military aide and the doctor from you.’ ”As a result, “unfortunately what’s going to happen is

either you’re going to have a dead vice president in Delaware or you’re going to have agents

killed in Delaware because Secret Service management refused to stand up to the vice

president and say, ‘No sir, we can’t roll with this many assets short,’ ” an agent notes. “He

wants to be Joe, and he does not want the vehicles around him. The situation is alarming, but

the culture of Secret Service management is to go along, in hopes of getting a high-paying job

in the private sector.”If Biden’s actions are irresponsible, his behavior with agents is equally

telling about his character. Unlike Hillary Clinton, Biden treats agents with respect and goes out

of his way to spend time with the agents’ kids when they visit the White House. Jill Biden—

code-named Capri—is equally gracious with agents. But routinely, the vice president

thoughtlessly decides to go to Wilmington or elsewhere without giving agents any advance

notice.“Biden or his staff continually change the schedule, and that’s a grueling four years for

agents to be assigned to his detail because of travel back and forth to Delaware, last-minute

movement, and no set schedule,” an agent says. “Sometimes he gives literally a few minutes’

notice that ‘Hey, we’re going to Wilmington.’ ”Because Biden is so unpredictable and his

personal trips so frequent, the Secret Service rents more than twenty condominiums in

Greenville for agents who must accompany him when he returns to his home state.“It’s tough



on people’s family lives and marriages,” an agent says. “Because of the fluid schedule, we don’t

have the manpower to allow any time for firearms requalification or physical fitness

training.”Behind the scenes, Biden’s behavior is even more bizarre. The vice president’s

residence is a handsome 9,150-square-foot, three-story mansion overlooking Massachusetts

Avenue NW. Complete with pool, pool house, and indoor gym, the white brick house was built

in 1893 as the home of the superintendent of the Naval Observatory. In 1974, Congress turned

it into the official residence of the vice president and gave it the address One Observatory

Circle.Biden’s seven-thousand-square-foot home in Greenville, the hometown of many Du Pont

family descendants, sits on four acres on a lake. Like the vice president’s home, it has a pool.

Biden also owns a small carriage house on his property, where his widowed mother, Jean,

lived until she died in 2010. The Secret Service now rents it from Biden for $2,200 a

month.Agents say that, whether at the vice president’s residence or at his home in Delaware,

Biden has a habit of swimming in his pool nude. Female Secret Service agents find that

offensive.Because of Biden’s lack of consideration as evidenced by that habit and his refusal to

give agents advance notice of his trips back home, being assigned to his detail is considered

the second worst assignment in the Secret Service after being assigned to protect Hillary

Clinton.“Biden likes to be revered as everyday Joe, and that’s his thing,” an agent says. “But the

reality is no agents want to go on his detail because Biden makes agents’ lives so

tough.”2HILLARYIf Joe Biden is inconsiderate with Secret Service agents, Hillary Clinton can

make Richard Nixon look like Mahatma Gandhi. When in public, Hillary smiles and acts

graciously. As soon as the cameras are gone, her angry personality, nastiness, and

imperiousness become evident.During the height of the Monica Lewinsky scandal, a Secret

Service uniformed officer was standing post on the South Lawn when Hillary arrived by

limo.“The first lady steps out of the limo, and another uniformed officer says to her, ‘Good

morning, ma’am,’ ” a former uniformed officer recalls. “Her response to him was ‘F— off.’ I

couldn’t believe I heard it.”Everyone on her detail recalls the fate of Christopher B. Emery, a

White House usher who made the mistake of returning Barbara Bush’s call after she had left

the White House. Emery had helped Barbara learn to use her laptop. Now the former first lady

was having computer trouble. Twice, Emery helped her out. For that, Hillary Clinton fired him.

Emery, the father of four, could not find another job for a year.According to W. David Watkins, a

Clinton presidential assistant in charge of administration, Hillary was also behind the mass

firings of seven White House Travel Office employees. The move had been initiated by

Catherine A. Cornelius, a third cousin of Bill Clinton’s who wanted herself placed in charge of

the Travel Office, and by Bill Clinton friends who had been seeking the travel business for

themselves, according to a General Accountability Office report.In a memorandum intended for

Thomas F. McLarty, who was the White House chief of staff, Watkins wrote of the firing that “we

both know that there would be hell to pay” if “we failed to take swift and decisive action in

conformity with the First Lady’s wishes.”When she was in the White House, “Hillary was so

mistrustful and vengeful,” a former agent says.One afternoon, Hillary found a White House

electrician changing a lightbulb in the residence. She yelled at him because she had ordered

that all repair work was to be done while the first family was out.“She caught the guy on a

ladder doing the lightbulb,” says Franette McCulloch, who was then the assistant White House

pastry chef. “He was a basket case.”“We were basically told, the Clintons don’t want to see

you, they don’t want to hear you, get out of the way,” says a former Secret Service agent. “If

Hillary was walking down a hall, you were supposed to hide behind drapes used as partitions.

Supervisors would tell us, ‘Listen, stand behind this curtain. They’re coming,’ or ‘Just stand out

of the way, don’t be seen.’ ”Hillary had a “standing rule that no one spoke to her when she was



going from one location to another,” says former FBI agent Coy Copeland. “In fact, anyone who

would see her coming would just step into the first available office.”An agent working with

Copeland for independent counsel Kenneth W. Starr’s investigation of the Clintons’ investments

in the Whitewater real estate development did not know the rules: He made the mistake of

addressing Hillary, saying “Good morning, Mrs. Clinton” as she passed him in a corridor of the

Eisenhower Executive Office Building.“She jumped all over him,” Copeland says. “ ‘How dare

you? You people are just destroying my husband.’ It was that vast right-wing conspiracy rant.

Then she had to tack on something to the effect of ‘And where do you buy your suits?

Penney’s?’ ”For weeks, the agent told no one about the encounter. “Finally, he told me about it,”

Copeland says. “And he said, ‘I was wearing the best suit I owned.’ ”Far worse, FBI agents

assigned to Starr’s investigation found that, a week before White House deputy counsel Vince

Foster committed suicide on July 20, 1993, by shooting himself at Fort Marcy Park along the

Potomac River, Hillary had attacked and humiliated her mentor from their former Rose Law

Firm in front of other White House aides.As reported in my book The Secrets of the FBI,

Copeland says that those who attended the meeting on health care legislation told FBI agents

working for Starr that Hillary violently disagreed with a legal objection Foster raised at the

meeting and ridiculed him in front of his peers. Copeland was Starr’s senior investigator and

read the reports of other agents working for Starr. He says Hillary then proceeded to further

humiliate her friend Foster.“Hillary put him down really, really bad in a pretty good-size

meeting,” Copeland says. “She told him he didn’t get the picture, and he would always be a little

hick-town lawyer who was obviously not ready for the big time.”Based on what “dozens” of

others who had contact with Foster after that meeting told the agents, “The put-down that she

gave him in that big meeting just pushed him over the edge,” Copeland says. “It was the final

straw that broke the camel’s back.”But what has never come out previously is that Hillary went

so far as to blame Foster for all the Clintons’ problems and accuse him of failing them.“Foster

was profoundly depressed, but Hillary lambasting him was the final straw because she publicly

embarrassed him in front of others,” says former FBI supervisory agent Jim Clemente, who

was also assigned by the FBI to the Starr investigation and who probed the circumstances

surrounding Foster’s suicide. Speaking about the investigation for the first time, Clemente says,

“Hillary blamed him for failed nominations, claimed he had not vetted them properly, and said in

front of his White House colleagues, ‘You’re not protecting us’ and ‘You have failed us.’ That

was the final blow.”Family members, friends, and aides told FBI agents that after the meeting,

Foster’s behavior changed dramatically. His voice sounded strained, and he became withdrawn

and preoccupied. At times, Foster would tear up. He talked of feeling trapped and told his wife,

Lisa, he planned to resign.Foster was already depressed, and no one can explain a suicide in

rational terms. But the FBI investigation concluded that it was Hillary’s vilification of Foster in

front of other White House aides, coming on top of his depression, that triggered Foster’s

suicide about a week later, Copeland and Clemente both say.Starr issued a 38,000-word

report, along with a separate psychologist’s report on the factors that contributed to Foster’s

suicide. Yet Starr never mentioned the meeting with Hillary, leaving out the fact that his own

investigation had concluded that Hillary’s rage had led to her friend’s suicide. Why Starr chose

not to reveal the critical meeting and his own investigators’ findings remains a mystery.While

the Clintons claimed Starr was out to get them, Clemente says that as his staff changed, Starr

vacillated between pursuing the investigation aggressively and pulling his punches. For

example, the former FBI agent reveals that Starr refused to allow him to try to interview Hillary

about her commodities trading. For reasons still unknown, in her first commodity trade in 1978,

Hillary was allowed to order ten cattle futures contracts, which would normally cost $12,000,



although she had only $1,000 in her account at the time, according to trade records the White

House released.Hillary was able to turn her initial investment into $6,300 overnight. In ten

months of trading, she made nearly $100,000. She claimed she made smart trades based on

information from the Wall Street Journal. The question, Clemente says, was why she was

allowed to make investments while ignoring normal margin calls that require traders to cover

any losses incurred during the course of trading.“Starr didn’t want to offend the conscience of

the public by going after the first lady,” Clemente says. “He said the first lady is an institution.

He acted most of the time as a judge instead of as an investigating prosecutor, and then he

hired attorneys who went to the other extreme.”Neither Starr nor a spokesman for Hillary

Clinton had any comment.If Hillary turned on her friend Vince Foster, she is also nasty to the

little people she professes to care about. Accepting the Century Award from the New York

Women’s Foundation when she was secretary of state, Hillary paid tribute to institutions and

individuals who convey “kindness and caring.”“All of us can perhaps find a moment in every

day when a kind word can make a difference, when a supportive pat on the shoulder can really

speak volumes,” Hillary said. “Because in today’s world, which is so complex, so stressful,

people need each other more than ever.”In contrast to those comments, “Hillary was very rude

to agents, and she didn’t appear to like law enforcement or the military,” says former Secret

Service agent Lloyd Bulman. “She wouldn’t go over and meet military people or police officers,

as most protectees do. She was just really rude to almost everybody. She’d act like she didn’t

want you around, like you were beneath her.”Publicly, Hillary courted law enforcement

organizations; privately she had disdain for police.“She did not want police officers in sight,”

another former Secret Service agent says. “How do you explain that to the police? She did not

want Secret Service protection near. She wanted state troopers and local police to wear suits

and stay in unmarked cars. If there were an incident, that could pose a big problem. People

don’t know police are in the area unless officers wear uniforms and drive police cars. If they are

unaware of a police presence, people are more likely to get out of control.”“Hillary didn’t like the

military aides wearing their uniforms around the White House,” another former agent recalls.

“She asked if they would wear business suits instead. The uniform’s a sign of pride, and they’re

proud to wear their uniform. I know that the military was actually really offended by it.”At the

2000 Democratic National Convention at the Staples Center in Los Angeles, Secret Service

agents were told that the Clintons had issued instructions that agents leave their posts and, as

if they were criminals, step around corners to hide as the Clintons approached.“We were told

they didn’t want to see us,” an agent on the detail says.“Hillary never talked to us,” says another

agent who was on her detail. “Most all members of first families would talk to us and smile. She

never did that.”“Hillary would cuss at Secret Service drivers for going over bumps,” former

agent Jeff Crane says.“When she’s in front of the lights, she turns it on, and when the lights are

off and she’s away from the lights, she’s a totally different person,” says another agent who was

on her detail. “She’s very angry and sarcastic and is very hard on her staff. She yells at them

and complains.” For example, Hillary will complain that the hotel chosen for her by her aides is

a dump. “She is a totally different person behind the scenes than what you see when she is

being interviewed.”In her book Living History, Hillary Clinton wrote of her gratitude to the White

House staff. The truth was, says a Secret Service agent, “Hillary did not speak to us. We spent

years with her. She never said thank you.”Hillary’s relationship with her husband is equally

phony. The current location of the president is displayed by an electronic box at key offices in

the White House and at the Secret Service. He is listed as POTUS, for President of the United

States. Called the protectee locator, the box also shows the location of the first lady (FLOTUS),

the vice president (VPOTUS), and the president’s and vice president’s children. If they are not



in Washington, the locator box displays their current city. In addition, uniformed officers

stationed at the White House update one another by radio on the location of the president and

first lady within the Executive Mansion.When the Clintons were in the White House, “it was

funny, because on the radio you’d hear that she went somewhere, and then you’d hear that he

went to the same location, and every time he went to her, she would go somewhere else,” a

former uniformed officer says.Secret Service agents assigned at various points to guard Hillary

during her Senate campaign were dismayed at how two-faced and seething with anger she

was. It was the same hypocrisy she later admitted to when she said in a meeting with

President Obama and then defense secretary Robert Gates, according to Gates’s memoir

Duty, that she had opposed the troop surge in Iraq for purely political reasons.“During the

listening tour, she planned ‘impromptu’ visits at diners and local hangouts,” recalls a Secret

Service agent then on her detail. “The events were all staged, and the questions were

screened. She would stop off at diners. The campaign would tell them three days ahead that

they were coming. They would talk to the owner and tell him to invite everyone and bring his

friends. Hillary flew into rages when she thought her campaign staff had not corralled enough

onlookers beforehand. Hillary had an explosive temper.”Like her husband and his White House

staff, Hillary and her staff were disorganized and habitually late.“She had children running her

campaign,” an agent then on her detail says. “She had a lack of organization and a lack of

maturity. She could not keep a schedule.” When she stayed at the houses of Democratic

supporters, “We would show up at their homes at 2 A.M., and she would sleep in the master

bedroom,” he says.Hillary’s Senate campaign staff planned a visit to a 4-H Club in dairy farm

country in upstate New York. As they approached the outdoor event and she saw people

dressed in jeans and surrounded by cows, Hillary flew into a rage.“She turned to a staffer and

said, ‘What the f— did we come here for? There’s no money here,’ ” a Secret Service agent

remembers.Ironically, while Hillary is the protectee from hell, agents have nothing but praise for

her daughter, Chelsea.“In my career, Chelsea Clinton did it the best,” says an agent familiar

with both her detail and the Bush twins’ details. “Treated the detail right, told them what was

going on, never gave problems that I knew of.”“Chelsea was always very nice to the agents,

very cordial, and that’s all you ever want, is to have a free flow of information so there are no

surprises and you can plan for their security,” former Secret Service agent William Albracht

says.“It’s kind of funny, as dysfunctional as the Clintons are, Chelsea is the best,” another agent

says.Hillary’s staff reflects her imperiousness. According to agents, Huma Abedin, who heads

Hillary’s Transition Office and was her deputy chief of staff at the State Department and

traveling chief of staff during her campaign for the presidency, can be just as rude and nasty as

Hillary. A former agent recalls helping Abedin when she got lost driving Chelsea to the

February 2008 Democratic presidential debate in Los Angeles.“She was belligerent and angry

about being late for the event,” the former agent says. “No appreciation for any of it, not a thank-

you or anything. That was common for her people to be rude.”At another event in Los Angeles,

a female agent challenged Abedin because she was not wearing a pin that identifies cleared

aides to Secret Service agents. The agent had no idea who she was.“You don’t have the

proper identification to go beyond this point,” the agent told her.“Huma basically tried to throw

her weight around,” a former agent says. “She tried to just force her way through and said

belligerently, ‘Do you know who I am?’ ”That got her nowhere. Eventually, Abedin—who is

married to disgraced former congressman and New York City mayoral candidate Anthony

Weiner—cooperated with the agent and suggested a contact who could verify her

identity.“Huma Abedin looked down on the agents and treated them as second-class citizens,”

a former agent says. While agents are not supposed to carry luggage, they will do so as a



courtesy if they like a female protectee, such as Lynne Cheney or Rosalynn Carter. But with

Abedin, “the agents were just like, ‘Hey, you’re going to be like that? Well, you get your own

luggage to the car. Oh, and by the way, you can carry the first lady’s luggage to the car, too.’

She’d have four bags, and we’d stand there and watch her and say, ‘Oh, can we hold the door

open for you?’ ”“On TV, they will make it sound like they just really appreciated and loved those

Secret Service agents and appreciate all their sacrifices and all that,” a former agent says of

the Clintons. “Then behind the scenes, they’re like, ‘I don’t want to see these guys.’ ” He adds,

“When it’s convenient for them, they’ll utilize the service for whatever favor they need, but

otherwise, they look down upon the agents, kind of like servants.”Agents say Hillary’s nastiness

and contempt for them and disdain for law enforcement and the military in general continued,

both when she was secretary of state and now that she is protected as a former first lady,

earning her the distinction of being considered the Secret Service’s most detested

protectee.“There’s not an agent in the service who wants to be in Hillary’s detail,” a current

agent says. “If agents get the nod to go to her detail, that’s considered a form of punishment

among the agents. She’s hard to work around, she’s known to snap at agents and yell at

agents and dress them down to their faces, and they just have to be humble and say, ‘Yes

ma’am,’ and walk away.”The agent adds, “Agents don’t deserve that. They’re there to do a job,

they’re there to protect her, they’ll lay their life down for hers, and there’s absolutely no respect

for that. And that’s why agents do not want to go to her detail.”3CLANDESTINE

MOVEMENTSWhen it comes to outrageous behavior, few presidents have matched Lyndon

Johnson. Yet, true to its name, the Secret Service kept it all secret.Even when his wife, Lady

Bird, was at home in the White House, Johnson had what Secret Service agents called

“clandestine movements” in the middle of the night to see a secretary at her home.“Johnson

would slip out of the White House for a night liaison at 11 P.M. with one agent driving,” former

agent Ramon Dunlap says. “He thought he was being discreet and getting away with having no

protection beyond the driver, but he never got away with it.” An agent would drive while

Johnson’s detail, unknown to LBJ, would discreetly follow.Johnson had a sex life equal to John

F. Kennedy’s. In addition to one-night stands, Kennedy had several consorts within the White

House. Two of them, Priscilla Wear and Jill Cowen, were secretaries who were known as

Fiddle and Faddle, respectively. They would have threesomes with Kennedy.Wearing only T-

shirts that revealed their nipples, Fiddle and Faddle were cavorting with the president one

afternoon in the White House pool when Jackie decided unexpectedly to return to the White

House. Her Secret Service detail warned JFK’s detail, and Kennedy exited the pool, giving his

Bloody Mary to Secret Service agent Anthony Sherman.“Enjoy it, it’s quite good,” the president

said with aplomb.Like Johnson, JFK had long-standing affairs with his fetching secretaries. But

Kennedy, unlike Johnson, won his Secret Service agents’ admiration. He treated them with

respect, asked about their wives or kids when they were sick, and gave them plenty of notice if

he was planning a trip.“Kennedy was genuinely concerned about people and tried to learn from

them,” says former agent Charles “Chuck” Taylor, who was on his detail.Unlike Johnson,

Kennedy was at least discreet about his affairs. At one point, Lady Bird caught her husband

having sex with one of his secretaries on a sofa in the Oval Office. Johnson blew up at the

Secret Service for not having warned him that his wife was approaching.According to Bill

Gulley, who was then director of the White House Military Office, Johnson would spot pretty

secretaries in the White House, make a play for them, and if they went to bed with him, he

would transfer them to his personal staff. Of the eight secretaries around him, only three were

not having sex with the president, Gulley says.Joseph Laitin, Johnson’s deputy press secretary,

recalls that Johnson made a play for Laitin’s secretary.“All I know is, the next day, she was his



secretary,” Laitin recalls, adding that she became a member of the president’s harem. “One day

she said, ‘Mr. President, I won’t be here after next week,’ ” the press officer says.“Why not?”

Johnson asked.“I’m getting married,” she replied.Winking, LBJ said, “Well, if it doesn’t work out,

come back.”A White House photographer claimed he always knew when another Johnson

secretary had had sex with the president in the Oval Office, Laitin says.“[The secretary] would

go in to take dictation, and when she came out, the seams in her stockings were not straight

the way they were when she went in,” Laitin says. “The door was always closed.”On a regular

basis, Johnson would sit nude in the White House pool as he dictated letters to his attractive

secretaries, Dunlap remembers.Johnson did not limit himself to women on his personal staff.

He had “a stable” of women with whom he had sex, including some who stayed at the ranch

when Lady Bird was there, a former agent says.“He and Lady Bird would be in their bedroom,

and he’d get up in the middle of the night and go to the other room,” the former agent says.

“Lady Bird knew what he was doing. One woman was a well-endowed blonde. Another was the

wife of a friend of his. He had permission from her husband to have sex with her. It was

amazing.”Johnson routinely closed the door to his stateroom on Air Force One and spent hours

locked up with one of his pretty secretaries, even when his wife was on board, according to Air

Force One steward Robert M. MacMillan and other crew members.“Sometimes a message

came in, and the radio operator could not deliver it to the old man in his room because he was

fooling around,” D. Patrick O’Donnell, an Air Force One flight engineer, remembers. “He could

lock it. He would be in the partitioned area with some broad. Lady Bird would get up and try

and get in.”Laitin recalls seeing Johnson engaged in intense conversation on Air Force One

with one of the curvaceous secretaries he was known to be having sex with.
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Michael, “A Danger to Our Country and Leaders. The author writes an interesting and

thoughtful book about a part of government that many people are not very familiar with: the

Secret Service. He describes the vast and impressive array of procedures employed in

protecting presidents ,current and previous, vice presidents, and their families, as well as

cabinet secretaries and political leaders in the line of succession to become president in case

of a severe emergency. During a presidential election the leading candidates are also

protected.To accomplish their mission Secret Service agents must work in close proximity to all

their protectees, becoming a part of their lives on a daily basis. This gives the agents a clear

window through which to observe their personalities and character. Revelations from some of

the agents indicate that what transpires in their clients' private lives may not comport with the

image that they desire to show to the public.As examples, the book describes how a number of

protectees were especially "nasty" to the agents and their own staffs: Bill and Hillary Clinton,

Nancy Reagan, Jimmy Carter and Al Gore.Especially friendly and respectful to agents were

Ronald Reagan, Bush 41 and 43 and their wives, Dick and Lynne Cheney and Mitt and Ann

Romney. The sexual proclivities of LBJ, Bill Clinton (both inside and outside of the Oval Office)

and Gary Hart are portrayed as important character issues. Some revelations are surprising,

such as the preference of Joe Biden to swim naked in his home pool while being closely

guarded by female agents. Many other observations of family members are also related,

Including some of their drinking habits. Tension with the children of protected families seems to

be prevalent in many cases.Another focus of the book is an analysis of the management of the

Secret Service. The author describes and details the incompetence and corruption of senior

management that has resulted in poorly trained agents with very low morale, lack of leading-

edge technology and weaponry to discover and eliminate threats, and in some cases a

demonstrable lack of concern about national security. Prior lapses in standard procedures have

resulted in the assassination attempts on presidents Reagan and Ford, and have put more

current presidents in grave danger. After a number of recent scandals involving penetration of

the White House grounds by dangerous perpetrators, the author ridicules president Obama's

decision not to bring in a new director from the outside to replace the one who was fired, as he

believes that as a result there will not be any change in the dysfunctional culture at the top.”

Ms.B. Mellin, “A great read. The author writes of the FBI academy teaching that ' The best

predictor of future behavior is past behavior'. Voters who disregard character flaws court

disaster once a candidate becomes president, he goes on to write. So this book should be

required reading before election day for us all . I have read other Secret Service books but

learned a great deal about how elected officials treat those who serve, the scandals in

Cartagena , the way certain grandchildren are under secret service protection and others not,

as well as why cabinet members have secret service drive them for hours to their homes or

mistresses. THANK YOU Mr Kessler; your recommendations toward the end of the book merit

attention from the powers that be.”

GaD22, “The First Family Detail: Secret Service Agents Reveal the Hidden Lives of the



Presidents. The First Family Detail: Secret Service Agents Reveal the Hidden Lives of the

Presidents by Ronald Kessler is marketed as giving an insight into what life out of the public

eye is really like with current and former US Presidents, Vice-Presidents or Presidential

candidates. Some individuals come out well on a personal level e.g. former First Lady Barbara

Bush’s concern for a Secret Service agent when out walking or Dick Cheney’s promptness and

consideration for an Agents time and service. Others do not e.g. Joe Biden’s apparent

disregard for taxpayers money in his use (misuse) of Air Force Two or the conduct of both Bill

and Hillary Clinton. As one who has no axe to grind with either political party given that I do not

live in the US, I found Ronald Kessler’s book to be easy reading, interesting and illuminating if

somewhat concerning in part. Setting aside the fact that most people – politicians being no

exception ( perhaps an understatement!!) - have their public face and their private face, my

feeling about this book is that the stand out revelations are more about the pressures facing

the Secret Service. Some of the examples given of Secret Service management cutting

corners or demonstrating poor decision making skills when issuing instructions to their Agents

is dreadful. The lack of resources, be they management, financial, physical or just plain

common sense would, I should have thought, be something the Administration should be

addressing as a matter of urgency given that those men and women are very much their safety

blanket and last line of defence in a threatening situation.”

Mrs. L. Eggleton, “Very interesting and easy to read. Very interesting and easy to read. You

see behind the closed doors the White House. Makes you think who made the more human

President.  Thoroughly enjoying it.”

R. Ross, “A very interesting and enjoyable book.. I really enjoyed this book. It is filled with lots

of stories that are fascinating to read. Ronald Kessler's writing style is very easy to read and I

breezed through this book quickly as I couldn't put it down. I read Clint Hill's 'Mrs Kennedy and

Me' and loved it. If you have read that you will enjoy this. It is the first book I have read by

Ronald Kessler, but it won't be the last.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Willing to take the bullet. I saw the book and brought it on a whim.It

makes interesting reading the author writes well and brings alive the voices of the agents.A

hard job done by very dedicated men and women”

The book by Ronald Kessler has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 1,631 people have provided feedback.
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